WATERGATE WAS PEDOGATE

The Watergate break-in was strictly based on one thing
– the pedophile records that were being kept at the
Democratic National Headquarters.
– Det. James Rothstein, NYPD, Retired
In October 2016, I presented at a Trauma and Dissociation
conference in Seattle, USA. Following my talk, one attendee
approached me in the hotel lobby where my fellow
presenters sat at their merchandise stalls. “All this!” she
shouted while sweeping her arm across the sideshow alley
of over-priced books, stickers and fridge magnets, “All this –
is shit! You have the real stuff! Whereʼs your book?!” Tears
welled in her eyes. “Write a book! Please write a book!”

Yes, I have the real stuff. Iʼm not some arrogant academic
pretending to understand what itʼs like to be a victim of the
most heinous crimes. I lived it. I spent my developmental
years trapped in a mind control labyrinth. I then spent my
adult years navigating a way out. I eventually achieved what
few victims have, true integration. I may therefore declare
with authority what does and does not work.
I prefer the term ‘victimʼ to ‘survivorʼ because the latter
implies my ordeal is over. My ordeal will likely never end. As
Dr Reina Michaelson warned, “Fiona, I think this is a life
sentence.” I serve a life sentence for crimes committed
against me, with the full knowledge and blessing of the
Australian government. I am constantly harassed by police,
paid agitators, pedophile payroll academics and journalists,
DID sleeper cells, perpetrator relatives, fake victims, fake
advocates, professional social media trolls, and retired
intelligence community thugs hired to do the dirty work of
the VIP pedophiles who dare not overtly attack me since
that would attract media attention to their role in the
international child trafficking operation.
Recovery from extreme abuse begins with realising the true
nature and extent of international child trafficking. In 2015, a
certain journalist wrote favourable articles about me
concerning my Sydney press conference. I subsequently
phoned and asked him to investigate and publish my full

story. If only one mainstream journalist published my
testimony against Antony Kidman, I reasoned, it would blow
the international child trafficking network wide open. During
this call, he relayed a conversation he once had with “a
couple of spooks” who told him that all senior politicians are
pedophiles because that is how they are controlled. He
asked me if that was my story.
“Thatʼs exactly right. Thatʼs consistent with my experience,”
I tried to contain my excitement. “The mainstream media
has long documented the CIAʼs involvement in drugs and
weapons trafficking, right?”
He agreed, noting there had just been another story about
that in the mainstream press.
“Well then, is it so hard to imagine they are also involved in
trafficking children – which is far more lucrative than guns
and drugs? ASIO and the CIA work together to traffic
children between Australia and America. Theyʼre the ones
who trafficked me.”
The journalist promised to consider my request, bearing in
mind he had a young family and publishing my story would
surely place them at risk. But he never got back to me. A
short time later, he suddenly developed a rare and
aggressive form of cancer. I called him, expressed my
condolences, and we chatted for a bit. At the end of the

conversation, I mentioned I was considering writing a book. I
asked him to clarify and elaborate on what he told me of his
encounter with the “spooks”.
“I never said that,” he bluntly asserted.
I sighed in resignation… It was over. There went my last
chance at breaking into the mainstream media. There went
years of building rapport and credibility with mainstream
journalists. Years of investigating other abuse cases and
passing my findings on to television and newspapers. Years
of driving journalists around the district to meet the victims
themselves. Years of results in other cases. The Gold Coast
Hogtie Doctor story went international, with Neville Davis
being permanently banned from practising medicine in
Australia (although, that doesnʼt stop him setting up shop in
Thailand). Gary Willisʼ 20-year child abuse spree ended with
a permanent ban on his teaching for the NSW education
department (although, that didnʼt stop him from working for
Education Queensland, at Tallebudgera Primary School).
And NSW police were forced to do a mop up investigation of
Daruk Boys Home after sensational headlines about a victim
having his penis cut off went global (although, they left out
the bit where Daruk boys were trafficked to VIP pedophiles
at Kings Cross child brothels).
I had come so close. My 2015 press conference was
statistically the most popular story on the Sydney Morning

Herald website that day, even though their computer
technicians refused to list it as the most viewed article. The
USA National Inquirer intended to run a front-page story
about Antony Kidman being a pedophile, until they received
a vicious letter from Nicoleʼs lawyers. A journalist and her
photographer husband flew up from Sydney to interview me
for a major Australian magazine – until Nicole, who had
lucrative contracts with Sydneyʼs media outlets, took a
“Scientology approach to managing” me. Finally, a UK
journalist travelled around the country interviewing me and
two other victims of Antony Kidman for the Daily Mail
Online, until one of the victims (whose parents were Antony
Kidmanʼs personal friends), was threatened and
subsequently withdrew last minute.
Despite everything the pedophile network threw at me, my
story still got out there, such that if you Google Antony
Kidmanʼs name, the words ‘child abuseʼ soon follow. Once
Nicole Kidmanʼs PR team shut down my mainstream media
exposure, by drawing on Kidmanʼs lucrative contracts with
every Australian media outlet, I turned to the internet.
Armed with a simple meme app and a talent for lyric writing,
I launched my own social media campaign. I spent years in
front of the computer, communicating with hundreds of
victims and supporters, many fake, many genuine. I hit the
conspiracy theory jackpot when David Icke featured an
enormous photograph of me and my story on his Australian

speaking tour.
My tactics worked. Online articles about Nicole Kidman,
where the pubic was free to leave negative comments, were
followed by streams of intelligent attacks on her
orchestrated stardom. I realised my impact when Kidmanʼs
PR team paid a newspaper and a morning television show to
feature an article tellingly titled, ‘Shame on you, Australia.
Stop hating on Nicole Kidman.ʼ People donʼt hate Nicole as
an individual. They hate what the Harvey Weinstein scandal
later highlighted: that Hollywood rewards something other
than an ability to sing, dance or act. Hollywood rewards
loyalty to their pedophile system.
But no amount of alternative media success can match a
complete break into mainstream. So, I admitted defeat. I
stopped posting and even checking my sites.
Days before the 2016 US Presidential Election, I received a
barrage of texts from old friends asking if I was okay. People
started inquiring about our familyʼs welfare. I had no idea
what was happening. Then I checked my blog site. A spike
of 100,000 views in one day stemmed from an article that
activist group Anonymous published about my being
trafficked to American VIPs. They used my story to
undermine Hillary Clintonʼs candidacy and expose her
involvement in a child sex trafficking ring. The Clinton
Foundation was a front for the trafficking of children

including Haiti earthquake victims. Bill and Hillaryʼs
trafficking network implicated her campaign chairman John
Podesta. Podesta and his brother Tony were staying in a
villa owned by UK politician Sir Clement Freud, near British
child Madeleine McCann when she disappeared in Portugal.
Clement was Sigmund Freudʼs grandson who was outed in
mainstream British media as a pedophile. John and Tony
Podesta perfectly matched the identikit images Scotland
Yard released of Madeleineʼs abductors.
Pedogate, as the scandal became known, surfaced when
Wikileaks released emails from John Podestaʼs account in
October 2016. The emails notably outed Hillary Clinton as a
self-confessed “Molech” worshipper, and captured
politicians ordering children for pedophile parties using fastfood code words. The White House, for instance, made a
massive ‘fast foodʼ order, contravening policy dictating all
food be prepared onsite using raw ingredients to counter
the security risk posed by externally prepared foods. The
trafficked kids were held in transit cellars within local
Washington DC businesses, including a restaurant where a
drag entertainer was caught on tape boasting about raping
and killing kids. Clean FBI and NYPD officers made multiple
attempts to charge Clinton and other VIP members of the
trafficking ring, but their efforts were typically thwarted by
those above them in the chain of command.

Mainstream media giants launched a cover-up campaign
against the leaked Podesta emails. The likes of CNN
(founded by one of my pedophile rapists, Ted Turner)
successfully drew the publicʼs attention from what was
contained in the emails, to who might have leaked them and
spread ‘fake newsʼ. Clinton herself never addressed or
denied the emails contents. The emails were in fact leaked
by US intelligence community staff who opposed organised
pedophilia. Mainstream journalists who reported the truth of
the matter were promptly fired. Dozens of Clinton staff and
associates met untimely deaths, in quick succession. So
Pedogate was discredited as ‘fake news,ʼ despite NBCʼs
June 11, 2013 televised report regarding Hillary Clinton
using her position as U.S. Secretary of State to cease an
investigation into child sex trafficking within the State
Department.
Pedogate reached the public via social media. YouTube
featured interviews with credible witnesses who testified to
the existence of an international child sex trafficking
operation involving US politicians and the CIA. That was
when I noticed retired NYPD Detective James Rothstein.
The Pedogate ring, he explained, was the same network he
investigated for 35 years. Rothstein observed, the
perpetrators were doing everything in their power to shut
the Pedogate story down. He predicted the perpetrators
would successfully bury it, like every other time their

network was almost exposed.
Rothstein explained that the NYPD was no ordinary state
police force, but a leading investigative agency with national
and international offices. Back in 1966, Rothstein became
the first police detective assigned to investigate the
prostitution industry. He soon discovered the underground
sexual blackmail operation that compromised politicians
with child prostitutes. ‘Human Compromiseʼ is the term he
uses for this honey-trap process. Rothstein and his
colleagues found that up to 70 percent of top US
government leaders had been compromised. The CIA
conducted the human compromise operation, while the
FBIʼs task was to cover it up.
James Rothstein was alerted to an identical VIP pedophile
ring operating in the UK, when British Intelligence consulted
him regarding the Profumo Affair. MI6 agents visited
Rothstein in New York to extract what he knew about British
politicians and other VIPs having sex with child prostitutes.
This was part of their effort to cover up the true pedophile
nature of the Profumo scandal.
Rothstein found the international pedophile rings are
connected, and that their members meet at various world
locations where each destination catered for a different type
of degenerate sexual proclivity, including satanic themed
abuse.

Rothstein and his colleagues encountered fierce resistance
to the investigation and prosecution of members of the child
trafficking operation. His investigative journalist contacts at
the New York Times and Washington Post could not get
stories about the VIP pedophile ring printed. All police, FBI,
customs and IRS officers who pursued the VIP pedophile
network above street level had their careers subsequently
destroyed.
Rothsteinʼs attempts to arrest key perpetrators were
continually thwarted. The choice example is when he served
the head of the CIAʼs human compromise operation, Tippy
Richardson. According to pedophile turned police informant
Ben Rose, in November 1971, Tippy Richardson,
businessman Leonard Stewart (from OPEC, Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries) and a surgeon named Dr
Chesky, raped and murdered three boys aged 14 to 15 years
in Roseʼs apartment on East 64th Street in New York City.
The New York State Select Committee on Crime
subsequently served subpoenas on both Tippy Richardson
and Leonard Stewart. When served, Richardson said that
because he worked for the CIA, the subpoena would be
withdrawn under the National Security Act by the time
Rothstein and his colleague returned to their offices. It was.
In 1972, Rothstein arrested one of the five Watergate
burglars, CIA operative Frank Sturgis. During a subsequent

two-hour interrogation, he discovered the truth about
Watergate. The burglars sought something they nicknamed
“The Book” which listed the Democrat and Republican
politicians who accessed child prostitutes, their sexual
proclivities, the amounts they paid to rape kids, and such.
The official Watergate explanation is that the Republicans
broke into Democratic National Committee Headquarters to
obtain information about their election strategies. People
who lived through Watergate typically comment with a
frown, “that never made sense.” Rothsteinʼs experiences
make better sense of why Nixon conspired to quash the
Watergate investigation, why he suggested the investigation
posed a threat to national security, why his personal
secretary destroyed Oval Office tape recordings after they
were subpoenaed, and why his own Vice President issued a
pardon which protected him from prosecution for any
crimes he had “committed or may have committed or taken
part in” as president. If Nixonʼs crimes included pedophilia,
that would make perfect sense.
I am confident President Richard Nixon and his good buddy
‘the Reverendʼ Billy Graham were named in the Watergate
pedophile records, because I was sex trafficked to both
men as a young child.
When I spoke with James Rothstein, he said he had not
heard that Nixon was a pedophile, but that he certainly

knew from multiple victims Reverend Billy Graham was a
rampant pedophile. Rothstein also told me that during his
investigations he became aware of an identical child sex
trafficking ring in Australia involving Prime Ministersʼ
Although he never directly investigated it himself, he said
Peter Osborne who worked in Australian intelligence knew
the details. He also confirmed that Australian politicians and
other VIPs attended international child brothels.
Another voice to surface in the wake of the Pedogate
scandal was Dutch banker Ronald Bernard. Bernard shed
further light on the people and system behind the
international child trafficking network during a series of
interviews with an Irma Schiffers. Bernard said he worked in
international finance and high-end money laundering for 12
years. There he discovered that political power does not
reside with publicly elected representatives, but with the
worldʼs 8,000 to 8,500 wealthiest individuals who exercise
power behind the scenes and who routinely manipulate the
media. These people, he explained, sit at the top of a power
structure that resembles a pyramid. Directly beneath them
sits the Bank for International Settlements (BIS). Below the
BIS sit the IMF (International Monetary Fund) and the World
Bank. Below them sit the Central Banks, which are illegally
created private banks which oversee the commercial
banking system of their respective countries. Below these
sit the multinational companies. Finally, below these sit the

countriesʼ governments.
Bernard said the wealthiest 8,000 to 8,500 people created
the BIS in 1930. Since the worldʼs richest individuals are too
young to have helped establish the BIS 88 years ago, he
must be referring to banking dynasties like the Rothschilds.
In a Chapter titled, ‘Banking and the Worldʼs Biggest
Business,ʼ the book Dope, Inc.: Britainʼs Opium War Against
the U.S. (Kalimtgis, Goldman & Stienberg, 1978) lists the
Rothschilds as one of the nine family dynasties responsible
for the modern drug industry which, they assert, “is run as a
single integrated world operation, from the opium poppy to
the nickel bag of heroin sold on an inner-city corner.” The
current global drug trade was established by the British
Crown during the Opium Wars, when P&O steam lines were
founded to transport the drugs, the HSBC bank was
established to launder the proceeds, and the ‘court Jewsʼ
(Rothschilds) were employed to financially manage the
operation. Apparently, little has changed, and the same
operation has simply been expanded.
There must have been some truth to the content of Dope
Inc. because its revelations resulted in the HSBC bank
losing its license to operate in the USA. The book also
inspired law enforcement officials to swap their assumption
that drug trafficking consisted of pockets of independent
criminal activity, for the fact it is a global network

coordinated by the CIA, with proceeds laundered through
banks and funneled into the CIAʼs covert, terrorist
operations.
This is the very system Ronald Bernard described. He said
his own laundering operation dealt with governments,
multinationals, terrorist organisations, and secret services.
Secret service agencies, he specified, do not serve and
protect a people or country as the public expect. Instead,
they are all criminal organizations that trade in drugs,
weapons, and children. According to Bernard, the wealthy
elites controlled their employees by compromising and
blackmailing them – just like James Rothstein said.
The best way to understand the child trafficking industry is
to trace the history of the drug trafficking industry. As you
read Dope Inc., cross out each occurrence of the word
‘drugsʼ and replace it with the word ‘kidsʼ – this will give you
a picture of the child trafficking network that victimised me.
Like the drug trade, the child sex trafficking industry is run
by the very same people as a single integrated world
operation. At the top of this sit the wealthy elite who
maintain control by ensuring only blackmailed,
compromised politicians, military brass, and government
officials occupy leadership. The secret services, including
ASIO, the CIA and British Intelligence, coordinate the child
trafficking and human compromise operation, receive the

victims procured via the little men, train these into suitable
assets, and transport the victims nationally and
internationally to service VIP pedophiles.
Australia is in the process of two federal investigations, the
Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child
Abuse, and the Royal Commission into Misconduct in the
Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services Industry.
Only one of these investigations has shed any light on the
global child trafficking network I personally reported to the
Child Abuse Royal Commission. On 5 April 2018, the newly
appointed head of AUSTRC (Australian Transaction Reports
and Analysis Centre) told the ABC news:
I thought coming from the Australian Criminal
Intelligence Commission that I had a pretty good handle
on serious and organised crime side. I didnʼt appreciate
the depth and breadth of involvement with private
entities and banks. I didnʼt appreciate how many
industries it does actually touch. Thereʼs a misperception
that money laundering is a victimless white-collar crime
thatʼs probably just looking at tax avoidance – and itʼs
not. Itʼs criminal entities using financial institutions here
and nationally to move criminal funds around our country
and our financial system overseas and it has a massive
impact on everyday life; whether thatʼs child
exploitation, serious and organised crime, drug

importation – it all involves money laundering.
Australiaʼs Commonwealth Bank was subsequently fined
700 million dollars for near 54,000 breaches of anti-money
laundering and anti-terrorism financing laws, including the
laundering of proceeds from child sex trafficking, and the
channeling of funds into overseas terrorist organisations.
So, my very own bank, which wooed my kiddie custom with
a green tin money box painted to resemble a building,
simultaneously facilitated my child abuse.
An excerpt from a work in progress:
EYES WIDE OPEN
An Australian Experience of CIA Child Trafficking
by Fiona Barnett

